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News from the President
From Rob, KV8P
Welcome to autumn! I know my daughter is looking
forward to playing in piles of leaves and my wife is
happy that she can turn on the fireplace once in a while.
Big congratulations to Tom, KD8WCD, and Rich,
KD8WCB, for their being co-awarded the TMRA
Amateur of the Year Award at the September TMRA
General Meeting. I’m thrilled to acknowledge all of the
efforts put in by both Tom and Rich this past year via
these awards. Thanks and congratulations to them
both! To stand out amongst all of the many members
that put so much time and energy into our club this year
is truly deserving.

Rob, KV8P, presenting award to Tom, KD8WCD
-

Brad, wb8rg, photo

Speaking of hard work and dedication, Toby, KE8CZO,
did another fantastic job heading up the Ohio State
Parks on the Air event this year (held September 8th at
the Maumee Bay State Park)! Toby takes on a lot with
this event. His unique approach with OSPOTA,
including getting donations for food and making it a
great event for newer hams to experiment, have helped
make that event a great staple for our club each year
that our members really enjoy and always show up
for. The weather didn’t exactly cooperate fully, but I
understand that everyone enjoyed themselves!
Big thanks to Jim, K8MR, for his presentation to our
club on Mobile Contesting at the October General
Meeting. It was a great presentation to help finish out
the summer contesting season.
Jim, K8MR with Rob and Tom
- wb8rg photo
The TMRA General Meeting on October 10th will
feature Bob Heil, K9EID, as our remote live speaker this coming month. Bob will be fitting us in just before he
goes live for Ham Nation that week, which we are all excited about. It should be a great presentation, so be
sure to join us if you are able!
I have tallied up the votes on the survey that was taken at the September meeting (59% voting in favor of some
general meeting limits going forward). I’ll share more specifics and related discussion from the board meeting
at the next general meeting. Thanks to those that participated.
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ARES News
From Skeet, KD8KXD, Lucas County EC
The next Lucas County ARES monthly meeting will be held Saturday
October 27. The meeting location is at St Luke's Hospital in the basement
Private Dining room near the cafeteria. The meeting starts at 9:00 am.
Please tune into the Lucas County ARES in Brief Net, Sunday nights on the
147.270 repeater at 7:30 pm for the latest information.

VE Testing
For information about VE testing or CW practice contact Steve, KC8TVW. Phone: 419-467-3734 or email:
kc8tvw@arrl.net.

Mobile Fox Hunts
From Ron, N8RLH
The mobile fox hunt for September was cancelled. The next fox hunt is October 27 after the ARES meeting.
The fox hunters will gather in the parking lot at St. Luke’s Hospital in Maumee, Ohio. Brian, WD8MXR will be
the fox.
For more information, contact Ron, N8RLH at n8rlh@arrl.net.

Jamboree On The Air (JOTA)
From Steve, KC8TVW
TMRA will again be sponsoring the Jamboree On The
Air (JOTA) at Camp Miakonda. This is our chance to
introduce young Boy & Cub Scouts to our great hobby.
I will be setting up Friday, Oct 19th about 1600 hours
and operating from 9-9 on Sat. the 20th. Tear down
will be Sunday morning.
The camp expects to have many scouts there that
weekend, so I am looking for some help. If you can
spare an hour or two, please come out and join the fun.
You are welcome to spend Friday and Saturday night
there. We are in a heated cabin, the second one on the
left after you walk across the bridge entering the camp.

Steve, KC8TVW, and scouts at JOTA 2017.
-

Any questions, Steve KC8TVW 419-467-3734 kc8tvw@arrl.net
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More About JOTA
By Glenn, W8MUK, Editor
As we see in Steve, KC8TVW’s article, above, this
year’s JOTA is October 19-21. Scouts all over the world
will be using amateur radio to make contacts with other
scouts in the world’s biggest scouting event. Thanks to
JOTA, hams around the world can help scouts of all ages
to learn about amateur radio.
As hams we can assist by helping Steve at Camp
Miakonda, or by making QSOs with the many JOTA
stations that will be on the air. Do your part to make
JOTA a success!
Camp Miakonda is located on Sylvania Avenue between
Whiteford Road and Holland-Sylvania Road. Rumor has
it there may be donuts.

Club Equipment Available to Members

Steve, KC8TVW, and a scout at JOTA 2016

From Brian, WD8MXR

-

w8muk photo

TMRA has several items that are available for members to borrow.






A DX Engineering coax connector kit (with detailed instructions guide)
An antenna analyzer MFJ-259 - covers 1.8 – 170 MHz
An antenna analyzer Comet CAA-500 MkII - covers 1.8 -500 MHz
A SWR/Power meter Diawa CN 801 Type V - covers 140 – 525 MHz
A 2Kw Coleman generator - non-inverter type, and even with a light load (IC880H + laptop for a
hospital equipment test net)- a full tank has a run time of only 1.25 hours.

Equipment typically has a 2 week borrow time, but can be longer if there’s no other member wanting to borrow
it. Contact me either by phone 419-385-5624 or at wd8mx@gmail.com and we can arrange pick-up.

Technician License Classes
TMRA will hold a two-day technician license class. The first day will be October 27, and the second day will be
November 10, which includes the test to obtain the technician license. Both days will run from 8:00 AM to 5:00
PM.
Both classes will be held at the Lucas County EMS Training Center, 2127 Jefferson Ave., Toledo, Ohio 43624.
To enroll in the class, or for more information contact: Steve, KC8TVW, 419-467-3734 or kc8tvw@arrl.net.
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Ohio State Parks on the Air
Here are some photos from the OSPOTA operating event on September 8 at Maumee Bay State Park. Toby,
KE8CZO, reports there were 192 contacts. Thanks to Bruce, AA8HS, and Glenn, W8MUK for the photos.
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Tech Committee News
From Rob, KV8P, President
The tech committee met in September. A few updates:
1. 146.835 (-) coverage – A few reports are in on coverage, but we are looking for more yet. Reports
are that coverage has increase up I23 up to Ann Arbor and across I94 to Detroit Metro Airport. Signals
were weak up along that northern edge, but it can be copied (when not receiving interference from an
FM repeater in Michigan on 148.840.) The Fusion repeater seems to be the strongest of our repeaters in
that region now.
2. Class on November 17th – “I now have my ham radio
license, now what?” is scheduled for November 17th (8am –
Noon). This class is open to anyone that could use the info
and aims to answer many of the questions that newer ham
radio operators have. This will take place at Fire Station #2
in Maumee (450 W. Dussel Dr.).
3. Class “Duplexer Training” just prior to the next Tech.
Committee meeting on October 8th. Rob will be providing a
short class on duplexer calculations and tuning with some
Q&A prior to the Committee Meeting (6pm-7pm). Join if
you are interested in the topic. All TMRA members are
welcome to attend.
4. 442.850 survey result – 22 out of 24 votes were in favor
of adding Echolink to the 442.850 repeater. We received
much more conflicting results for actions to be taken during
the nets, so that will be a topic of discussion at future Tech.
Committee meetings.
5. The very last antenna lift (for a while, we hope) is
scheduled for October 13th at Parks Tower (UT
Campus). The 224.140 antenna is the last to go up. We need
to assemble the base, lift the remaining bricks, mount the
antenna, and route new heliax/connectors. We’re looking
pretty good for the lift scheduling/staffing so far, but could
still use a few hands if you find yourself available. Contact
Rob if you can assist that day. We’ll need a couple safety
resources as well. Also, big thanks again to everyone who
helped make this a very successful summer for getting these
antennas in place and operating. You are all AWESOME as
that was no small task!
6. Class in January – The tech committee will be holding
a short class in January at the Winter Field Day event. We
plan to hold a class prior to and at the event on HF radio
operation and radios. Our goal will be to answer the “What
does that knob/button do” questions that folks might
have! We’ll provide more information as we get closer.
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7. 147.270 Update – Rob (KV8P) mentioned that some small tweaking to increase receiver coverage
will occur over the next couple months. We’ll announce results when those small changes are made and
timing/testing will be free/clear of any critical needs/events.
8. As a reminder, all TMRA general members are welcome to attend committee meetings (where
much of the club business is done/decided). We’ll see you there!

More Help Needed for Antenna Lift
From Brad, WB8RG, TMRA Information Officer
TMRA will be raising the last of the new repeater antennas (for 224.140) on October 13th starting at
8am. Thanks to those that have already offered help. Please let Rob (KV8P) know if you can join the team for
the last lift.
We will be accomplishing the following items:
1. Lifting approximately 17 bricks to roof level (1/2 of them are already up there).
2. Assembling the new Rohn Roof mount Antenna Base with 10' Mast on top of new Roof Padding.
3. Mount the new Sinclair Dipole array Antenna for 224.140 to the new mast/mount.
4. Route 60' of new 1/2" Heliax from the Repeater Cabinet to the new Antenna, install Connectors on both
ends, attach and seal outdoor connections.
5. Test new Antenna on Repeater with Bird Watt-Meter.
6. Place all bricks on new antenna base.
7. "High fives"
More help will allow us to complete several of these at the same time, decreasing overall time needed. So,
volunteer if you can please! (We'll need a couple safety officers as most of this work is to be done at the
highest point of the building.)
Please contact Rob (KV8P) if you can assist. kv8p@arrl.net, (419)345-5759 cell

Unlicensed FCC Part 15 Operating: 22 Meter and 1750 Meter Beacons, and
Low Power AM Broadcasting
By Bruce, AA8HS, Assistant Editor
The article is the first in a series of topics which may be of interest to ham radio operators, but not within our
frequency allocations. The FCC, in their wisdom, has left some frequency allocations for unlicensed users in
Part 15 of their rules.
The 22 meter band (13.57-13.87 MHz) is used in Asia and Europe for broadcasting and is primarily a daytime
band which is somewhat more useful in the summertime. FCC rule 15.225 allows for a field strength of 15,848
microvolts per meter at 30 meters within the band 13.553–13.567 MHz (this power has increased since 2003).
This band is essentially the only unlicensed portion of the HF spectrum available to those without a license and
there is substantially more power available than what is authorized outside of this small band.
Transmitters outside of the 22 meter band might be used by various devices (called intentional radiators), but
their power is severely limited. Many people have taken advantage of this small frequency slice by creating CW
and other beacons. Although an expensive field strength meter would be needed to comply with the rules, a
power output of about 4 milliwatts produces this field strength with a matched antenna; the FCC does not
specify antenna limitations.
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Beacons use inverted V’s, dipoles, or vertical antennas. This small amount of power is very unlikely to cause
interference and beacons using simple CW carriers have been heard over 700 miles away. KE8DNU has heard
beacons from Wisconsin, West Virginia, and North Carolina and my beacon has been heard in Syracuse, New
York. Another user (KD4MOJ) is using WSPR mode and some have used slow speed CW (QRSS).
Blackcatsystems.com sells a kit transmitter for $20 that uses crystal control with frequency adjustments made
by adding capacitance to the crystal network. Adding or subtracting these small capacitors is needed to keep the
transmitter within the band. The current list of active 22 meter beacons can be found here:
http://www.lwca.org/sitepage/part15/mfmain.htm
KE8DNU’s beacon is 13.5616 Mhz here in Toledo and mine is 13.5662 Mhz.
The 160-190 kHz slice of spectrum (low frequency, LF) has been available to experimenters since the early
1950's. People who use this band are called LOWFERS for Low Frequency Experimental Radio Station. The
1750 meter unlicensed experimenters band requires conforming to FCC part 15 where a maximum 15 meter
antenna height, including the feed line, and a one watt input to the final transmitter power amplifier must be
used.
With any shortened antenna, as is used in the 630 meter band, the 136 KHz band, or low power AM
broadcasting, the only way to achieve any degree of efficiency is to maximize the number of radials and adding
as much of a capacitive hat as possible. The range of these transmitters is usually limited to about 15 miles
although some contacts over several hundred miles have been logged.
Numerous LOWFER beacons come and go. CW, slow speed CW (QRSS) and numerous digital modes are used
on this band. A great deal of effort has gone into receiving antennas that minimize QEM and QRN and into
filters that restrict the bandpass to the LF region. There is no restriction on the length of a receiving antenna.
The new 2200 meter (135.7 kHz though 137.8 kHz) amateur band allows a one watt EIRP and 60 meter antenna
height and will provide a greater range than the unlicensed band.
The third, still somewhat popular, unlicensed gift from the FCC is the ability to transmit on the AM broadcast
band from 540 KHz to 1700 KHz, but not legally at 1710 KHz although many people still do so. There is a
power limitation of 100 mW to the final amplifier stage and an antenna plus feed line length of three meters.
These limitations have been used very creatively by several groups which include churches, mobile home parks,
schools, marinas, tourist attractions, businesses, retirement communities, or hobby broadcasters.
Some people generate income by posting a sign on their yard advertising local high school sports scores that can
be heard on their frequency, and selling ads. FCC certified units (Chez radio Procaster, Talking House) are even
available. There is also a class E, 90 per cent efficient, kit available (AMT 5000) to make maximum use of the
available power and includes a built-in antenna tuning unit.
Most broadcasters use the 1610-1700 KHz region, the same space used by Travelers Information Service (TIS)
transmitters, since there is a limited number of licensed broadcasters in this region and antenna efficiency is
maximum in this region. As with the licensed TIS transmitters (10 watts), the only way to obtain any sort of
efficiency is to use a decent ground system, maybe radials, and a capacitive hat if possible. I have heard that
when complaints are rarely filed against AM broadcasters, the FCC is not concerned about radials and that they
have seen “all sorts of grounding configurations.” The FCC has bigger fish to fry and these devices rarely cause
trouble if the maximum output power is observed, which is not always the case. In the evening and night, part
15 broadcasting has a limited range because of ionospheric reflections from licensed AM stations.
Placing the base of the antenna and the transmitter at ground level and using 50 radials is perfectly legal. The
most questionable aspect of this type of broadcasting is the use of a ground wire. Even Talking House has an
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external antenna tuning unit with a ground lug. If the transmitter is located 30 feet in the air and there is a wire
leading to a bunch of ground rods, is the antenna really the ground wire?
Grounding like this or to a tall grounded tower can result in a range of a few miles to a car radio whereas a legal
antenna at ground level may only produce neighborhood coverage. Powering an elevated transmitter also
involves a ground lead. Although the FCC intends for AM broadcasters’ range to be limited to about 200 feet,
part 15 broadcasters are undaunted in their efforts to use this resource to either advertise or to simply provide a
voice to listeners in a densely populated neighborhood. Visit https://part15.org/ to get an idea about the uses of
AM transmitters.
There is yet another unlicensed, legal form of broadcasting intended for school campuses and involves injecting
the signal into the power lines: carrier current. The idea here is that a radio which is placed within a couple of
hundred feet of the power lines in a campus building can receive a decent signal but the signal stops at a utility
transformer. Each building may have its own transmitter. Carrier current transmitters may place up to 30 watts
or more into the power lines and require a matching unit. Many of these units are still being used although
discontinued stations’ transmitters can be found on the secondary market:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carrier_current
WFAL at BGSU was a carrier current station, but I could hear its signal more than a mile from campus. You
can experiment with AM broadcasting using cheap kits found on EBAY. A 56 ohm resistor makes a good
dummy load for adjustment purposed with your HF rig.
The last form of unlicensed use is the FM band but this area is particularly touchy because of the number of
pirates who have used the FM band; there are severe penalties associated with radio piracy. Many cheap, stable
completed FM transmitters are available online and the FCC considers a range of about 200 feet acceptable; this
is essentially neighborcasting. A simple dipole antenna can be built by stapling two pieces of wire, 27 inches
length on each side, to a piece of wood and connecting one lead to the ground and the other to the hot lead of
75 or 50 ohm cable brought out at a right angle. You can find an open frequency here:https://radiolocator.com/cgi-bin/vacant
This is an FCC information site: https://www.fcc.gov/media/radio/low-power-radio-generalinformation#PART15
Editor’s Note: You can reach Bruce at AA8HS@arrl.net

Dales Tales
Dale Williams, WA8EFK, Director, Great Lakes Division
Greetings, welcome to "Dale's Tales" for October 2018.
At a recent meeting of the Livonia Amateur Radio Club, I had the opportunity to give a brief presentation about
ARRL and many of the benefits it offers to our members. At the usual Q & A session following the talk we
discussed the frequent topic of getting more people interested in this great hobby. The current proposal to open
certain small segments of the HF bands to Technicians led into the discussion about what age level the Livonia
Club found entering amateur radio.
Many groups struggle to bring up the interest level of youth (our prime targets) in ham radio. My recent
personal experience has found folks between 35 and 50 becoming hams as they have pretty well raised their
families and have reached the point where they may have some discretionary funds to invest in ham
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gear. Livonia's experience was a bit of a surprise to me: retirees! I think for many of the same reasons I had
found in my experience.
In the end analysis, I think this all shows that there is no particular focus for us in bringing our friends in to ham
radio. We need to concentrate on everyone, every age group and folks in every endeavor as prime candidates
for becoming hams. Now wait! Why do we do this? Because we need to insure that we keep pace with those
who leave the hobby, either because of them becoming Silent Keys, are dissatisfied with the hobby (I know,
hard to believe) or have a life that is just too busy for the hobby.
All of this being said, there is one very major point where we seem to fail; that of being good stewards for
amateur radio. We fail miserably at mentoring. Period! How many new hams have you mentored this
year? Last year? In the last 5-10 years? Take a local sample of how many new hams remained or got active
after getting their license. Do a search of how many hams live within a 10 mile radio of your home
QTH. How many do you know? How many have you actually met? How many have you talked with on the
air?
Here comes the confession: I did this yesterday and found 10 within 4 miles of me! OUCH! Here comes the
vow: within the next 4 weeks I will make an effort to reach out to each of them, by phone, e-mail, letter or
personal visit to learn about their ham activities. We should not allow any new ham to be overlooked or
forgotten.

TOM'S COMMENTS: Comments from our Vice Director Tom Delaney W8WTD
This month, a note in the Wave Bender, the publication of the Western Reserve club in Ohio, caught my
attention. (Yes, I do read newsletters that are sent along.) It was a brief note by Steve, KC8SOY, about
volunteering for club duties, and the use of repeaters. We’ve never met, but thank you, Steve, for the
reminders.
We all struggle with things like club membership and member involvement. Some clubs try to have activities,
and members don’t respond. Others don’t have as many activities, and so members don’t get together very
often. In other clubs, even very active ones, the members are engaged and things happen, but leadership
positions, even just event planning, let alone officer positions, are hard to find volunteers for. Does your club
have a full slate of officers this year? And are people willing to step up and be officers next year?
It’s easy to be critical. In today’s social environment, there are lots of demands on everyone’s time, from
family, work, and other interests. A healthy balance says that many of us can’t spend any more time than we
already do in volunteering, no matter what it is.
From another perspective, what do we value? That’s where we put our time. No question, ham radio is not the
most important thing in the world. What place does it have in your life? If you like the people you associate
with in radio, and the activities interest you, what about putting in some time and effort into a club or an
event? Ham radio is a social activity. We don’t have one-way conversations. If we want ham radio to survive
into the future, we have to keep it going at the local—people—level.
Another thing that Steve mentioned is the use of repeaters. It’s clear that we’ll never again see activity levels
like the 1980s and 1990s. Back then, there was so much activity, much of it mobile. Now I can check my
phone app for traffic updates, and don’t need to depend on reports from other hams who may or may not be in
the vicinity. And I certainly don’t need a phone patch.
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Is there any value left to repeater communication? It’s always there for emergency communications, that is, if
we don’t lose the frequencies for lack of use. And a good conversation can help us meet other hams, and that
promotes familiarity which helps interest in club meetings. Many of us have gotten out of the habit of turning
on a radio to monitor. And more of us are reluctant to answer the few calls we hear.
There’s a certain amount of criticism here. But those who know me know that I’m an optimist. And as I travel
around the Division at meetings and hamfests, I meet a lot of enthusiastic new hams who are just learning about
the hobby, as well as dedicated veterans who still love ham radio. To the new people, I’d remind you that you
probably have some skill that you could contribute to a club. If you belong to a club, step up. If you don’t, try
to find one and see if that doesn’t help your appreciation of ham radio. And for the old-timers, of which I am
certainly one, stay connected! One conversation on a repeater may solve a problem for a new ham, or persuade
them to join your club. It’s worth keeping that radio on!
--73, Tom W8WTD Vice Director, Great Lakes Division
HAMFESTING: Here is the current Great Lakes Division ARRL Sanctioned Hamfest Schedule covering the
next few months. These swaps have received their sanctioning approval from ARRL HQ at the time of this
publication. If you plan to request ARRL Sanctioning, please be sure to do it well in advance of your Hamfest
date, as this allows adequate time for QST Listings. Be sure to invite your ARRL Officials as soon as your
date is set. With 52 weeks and 65 hamfests, things do double up a little. Plan ahead for requesting your ARRL
Officials to attend.
10/6/18
10/11-14/18
10/13/18
10/20/18
10/21/18
10/27/18
10/28/18
10/28/18
11/3/18
12/1/18
12/22/18

Vette City
Microwave Update
Cave Run Hamfest
Muskegon Color Tour
Kalamazoo Hamfest
Hazard
Massillon
USECA
Grant ARC Hamfest
Fulton Co. Winterfest
Lanse Creuse Hamfest

Bowling Green, KY
Fairborn, OH
Moorehead, KY
Muskegon, MI
Kalamazoo, MI
Hazard, KY
Massillon, OH
Madison Hgts, MI
Georgetown, OH
Delta, Oh
Madison Hts, MI

Be sure to check your Section's news pages for the latest local happenings, club and net information.
73, Let's go light up the bands,
Editor’s Note: You can reach Dale at wa8efk@arrl.org
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Did You Know?
























The Lucas County ARES Informational Net is every Sunday at 7:30 pm on 147.270.
The TMRA Newcomers and Elmers Net is every Sunday at 8:00 pm on 147.270.
The Tech Committee meets the second Monday of each month at Maumee Fire Station #2 on Dussel
Drive (in front of the water tower).
The Fldigi Net meets every Tuesday night at 7:30 PM at 147.27 MHz
The TMRA general meeting is the second Wednesday of each month at the Electrical Industry
Building, Lime City Rd., Rossford, Ohio. New meeting time is 7:00 PM.
The Six Meter Net meets every Wednesday and Thursday at 9:00 PM (EST). The Thursday night Net is
on 50.255 USB. The Monday night net is temporarily postponed until the repeater can be repaired. For
more information contact Dan, KE8UE, at dlcunn@sbcglobal.net.
The Lucas County Siren Net is the first Friday of each month from 10:30 to 11:30 AM on 147.270 +
W/103.5 PL and 442.850 + W/103.5 PL.
The Lucas County Hospital Net is the first Saturday of the even numbered months at 10:00 AM.
The NORC Net is the first Saturday of each month. This net typically meets at 11:00 AM on
or around +/- 7.200 MHz LSB.
ARES meets the fourth Saturday of each month.
Great Lakes Hamcon has been cancelled.
The Mobile Fox Hunt for October will be on Saturday the 27th after the ARES meeting.
TMRA Technician License Class days are October 27 and November 10.
The TMRA Christmas Party is December 12.

VE testing is each month. Contact Steve, KC8TVW at 419-467-3734 or kc8tvw@arrl.net.
Register for CW classes by contacting Steve, KC8TVW at 419-467-3734 or kc8tvw@arrl.net.
Ron, N8RLH, has ham gear from the estates of silent keys. Contact: 419-345-6382 or
rlhornbeck@att.net.
The calendar at the TMRA website, www.tmrahamradio.org, lists numerous ham radio activities each
month.
Contact Brad, WB8RG, TMRA Information Officer at tmrainformation@gmail.com to receive
weekly emails about club news and activities.
TMRA has a Facebook page and an Instagram page, which can be accessed from an icon on the
TMRA website or at https://www.instagram.com/tmrahamradio/.
Don't forget to select TMRA as your Organization of choice for Kroger Cares and Amazon Smile. This
results in a donation to the club as a portion of your purchase.
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